Examples of “Green Planning” can be found everywhere. It is the understanding, vision or inventing of a
comparable design direction that accomplishes the same program needs, but with considerably less building
materials, construction labor and cost for better value. If you are planning an addition, new custom home
or if you already have plans, call J.R.N. Design today and discover what you are missing or throwing away.
Planning and competitive pricing offers better vision every time!

Green Planning

Example #1

This project illustrates two comparable roof directions, one requested and approved by the client and the
other developed to help cut cost before construction began. Over $10,000.00 in savings was discovered
with the alternate proposed design option by J.R.N. Design.
The original drawing (Shown in blue) consisted of a 12:12 side to side gable pitch with a 10:12 front to
back pitch using hip roof girder truss construction at the corners to accomplish the roof enclosure.
The alternate design (Shown in red) consisted of a 10:12 side to side roof pitch with an 8:12 front to back.
Other adjustments included a reduction of the continuous hip roof and additional gable trusses for a Dutch
hip gable end look.

The savings were realized in the: Truss package, Plywood, Shingles, Framing, Fascia and Soffit
material since the (required excessively high) truss heels for the 12:12 direction and 2’-0”+ overhang
were also able to be reduced offering further savings. Note: The floor area of the bonus room remained
the same size although the truss pitch was reduced.

Green Planning

Example #2

This client wanted to add a bathroom addition to the existing master suite at the second level and thought
building over the existing bathroom below for a second story would allow them to add a new garden tub,
toilet and linen closet. See proposed floor plan and elevation below.
However, after looking further at the existing layout, a simple interior modification and better use of the
travel space illustrated the ability to allow for the same bathroom program without building a new addition
for a savings of over $15,000.00.
The original drawings below illustrate the “requested” second story bathroom addition in both plan and
elevation.

In place of adding a second
story addition for a new
garden tub and toilet area a
simpler solution was proposed
by using the existing hallway
space in the home. See next
page for several alternate floor
plan options with similar
bathroom programs.

There was no need to add a
second story bath addition for
the bathroom program
requested. See proposed floor
plans and elevation in
Example #2 continued.

Green Planning

Example #2 continued

The alternate drawings below illustrate 4 possible floor plan options with a similar bathroom program
without the need for a new second story addition. All that was needed was a reconfiguration of the
existing hallway and travel space within the existing home to accomplish the area needed.
See four comparable floor plan options below and the existing elevation that only required a new roof.

Floor Plan Option #1

Floor Plan Option #3

Floor Plan Option #2

Floor Plan Option #4

The savings was estimated between $15,000.00 to $18,000.00 and no new construction or extensive
demolition was necessary and there were 4 options to choose from.

Green Planning

Example #3

The savings in this example focuses on better design and research based on actual structural engineering in
place of throwing all new material and labor at a project due to guessing or uncertainty. The client never
would have known that there was over $15,000+ in savings had the alternative direction not been
researched, considered and provided.
The original design proposal illustrates a roof area of 30’ x 26’ that proposed covering over an existing
roof in place of simply extending the roof plane. See section #1

New trusses were
proposed to cover over
the existing roof but
after further
engineering research
and pricing a less costly
solution was provided.

The alternate design proposal did not need a complete new roof over, but rather only “rafter extensions”
and a beam for a method that reduced the cost for: Lumber, framing, shingling, flashing and demolition of
the existing fascia and soffit, material and need for adding new, totaling over $15,000.00 in savings. See
option section #2 below.

The rafter extension was
significantly less and
lead to other ideas that
reduced cost further.
The existing roof was
new and did not need
replacing.

CROSS SECTION OPTION #2

Green Planning

Example #4

This is a photo of the client’s requested style of roof along with a second story master suite balcony over an
existing lower level deck and a drawing of the approved plan direction. It is the architects, draftsmen or
builder’s duty to provide what the client has asked for…but is it really what you want? Let’s look at what
“Green Planning” can do…

REQUESTED LOOK

PROPOSED ELEVATION

With “Green Planning” J.R.N. Design provides more that what you ask for. After pricing out the requested
program from 3 separate general contractors, it was determined that the cost to bend the beams to
accomplish the rounded porch look would have been well over $65,000.00 to manufacture.
Here is the original floor plan design that was requested and approved. Looking closer at the cost and
re-considering the requested rounded design further, it was clear that the rounded deck at the second level
would only be usable for standing and that a rectangular configuration would offer more usable space with
considerably less cost.

See Green Planning example #4 continued…..

Green Planning

Example #4 continued

Below is the alternate design provided with much less cost and a larger floor area for seating and
furniture placement.

VIEW TO LAKE

This revised design direction was accentuated by the directional view that focused toward the lake in place
of the non-directional view from the rotunda. In short, both the lower and upper decks grew in size
and the cost was reduced by $55,000.00 requiring much less material and labor.

Testimony:
“Jeffrey was genuinely dedicated and able to help us understand our plan options and real
pricing while providing us with exciting alternative directions that kept us on track for our
budget.” Dan B. Petoskey

Green Planning

Example #5

This client was given a 2nd
design direction
(See Below) that illustrated
how to reduce the cost for:

Lumber, Siding,
Shingles, Framing,
Windows, Drywall, &
Paint using a simple
truss system that
eliminated Posts,
Beams Conc. Pads and
the need for a full hand
framed second story.
The price came down
considerably, estimated
over $60,000.00 in
savings and the home
actually grew is size by 144
S.F.…It was more for Less!

PROPOSED ELEVATION #1

This was part of the
simple span truss that
allowed for the savings.
See Elevation below.
J.R.N. PROPOSED THIS SIMPLE TRUSS SYSTEM AS AN ALTERNATE DESIGN SEE
ELEVATION BELOW.

PROPOSED ELEVATION #2
J.R.N. DESIGN PROVIDED THIS ALTERNATE DESIGN DIRECTION THAT OFFERED MORE
HOME FOR MUCH LESS!

Green Planning

Example #6

YOU WILL NEVER GUESS WHAT SIMPLE CHANGES WERE MADE TO BRING THIS 3,200 S.F.
HOME PLAN COST DOWN FROM AN APPORVED BANK LOAN OF
$395,000.00 TO ONLY $275,000.00!
CALL J.R.N. DESIGN ASSOCIATES LLC TODAY AND “BUILD ON BUDGET BY DESIGN”

Testimony:
“Jeff at J.R.N. Design Associates helped me save over 20% on my construction project.
I would recommend J.R.N. Design to anyone planning on building a home or an
addition” Bob Henry- Green Lake

Green Planning

Example #7

Client’s plan request: Connect the
upper level over the home with the
upper level over the garage.

The design was completed and the
pricing determined from the
mechanical contractor indicated that
there was insufficient room to run
heat ducts to the upper level above
the garage.

Solution: J.R.N. Design alter the plans
so as to raise the walls at the main
level entry to allow for duct work
access and the removal of a separate
$10,000.00 air handling figured for
the garage upper level.

Initially, the plans were drawn in a
manner that did not allow for the
heat ducts to access the area over
the garage.

However, pricing and further plan
development determined that
raising the walls at the entry and
dropping the roof pitch would allow
for the necessary duct work to
access the upper level over the
garage from the home removing the
need and cost for the separate air
handling unit.

Testimonial:
“J.R.N. helped us see our options reduced our construction cost by $10,000+ discovering beneficial plan changes
that avoided cost overruns and we received a drawing credit from our builder for $1,500.00 as well!” Mr. and Mrs.
Yeager

Notice the higher wall
height at the new entry
compared to the
existing house photo
above. Changing the
drawings using a taller
wall height in place of
matching the existing
saved $10,000.00+,
helping this client to,
“Build on Budget by
Design”

Green Planning

Example # 8

What were the calculated savings? Considering that all the usable room sizes below are similar in size and
the J.R.N. plan had 928 square feet less, if we assume: ($155 per sq foot x 928 Sq Ft = $143,840.00) there
was likely $150,000.00 in savings on the main floor alone. However, this home design had three levels
with a total of 3,500 square feet that was removed by J.R.N. Design. Adding the savings from all three
levels, there was $542,500.00 saved or reinvested into the home for better quality materials.

Testimony: We hired JRN Design to re-evaluate and redesign our existing plans that were way over our desired construction budget.
Jeffrey generated a plan and direction that offered very similar results and that saved us several hundred thousand dollars without
compromising out desired needs. At the start we had ideas as most do about what we thought we wanted, JRN specializes in generating
plan options with pricing that helps direct clients in a direction that truly fits the construction budget. I never knew or realized there could be
so much saved through better planning without compromising our needs. JRN helped us “Build On Budget By Design " by illustrating
alternative roof designs, eliminating unnecessary travel space and square footage, clearing up complicated and costly framing issues,
providing different window configurations, exterior detailing options and much more. I highly recommend JRN Design for any of your
building needs. Thanks again Jeffrey, Patrick Gerard PKG Financial
- Patrick G. 4/6/2014

These are only a few examples of how clients have saved or had the opportunity to save on the building of
an addition or new custom home. Seek the best design process available and receive: Home plans,
competitive pricing and alternate design directions for the best value possible. Got Plans already?
Discover the cost saving options you are missing out on and save with J.R.N. Design. Other examples of
“Green Planning” can be seen @ www.jrnhomedesign.com. New examples of savings will be posted
soon, since examples of “Green Planning” and huge savings can be found on every project.

